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DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

I welcome you at India International School (IIS). We are committed to provide
young learners a stimulating and purposeful environment conductive to their
moral, emotional, intellectual & physical developemnt in such a manner that they
blossom into competent, self-reliant, compassionate & responsible individuals. As
we proceed in the enchanting mission of igniting lives, we reaffirm that the mantra
of progress here is, WE HAVE TO BE THE BETTER THAN WHAT WE WERE
YESTERDAY.
The logo of the school ‘उर्ध्वोभव’’ itself motivate our students to rise above in their
lives as a socially responsible citizen of our country.
INDIA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLN (IIS) is the name that endeavours to light up
the fire in our dewy eyed souls from the day of its inception with countless little steps. It
has bloomed into an institution of brilliance, nurturing its students from LKG to Senior
Secondary level to understand, contribute and succeed in a rapidly changing society and
thus make the world a better and not mere just a place.
IIS, ASANSOL, has revolutionized the concept of education in the city of Asansol and
its neighbouring areas. The SCHOOL has become a brand itself in a short span of its
existence which is duly acclaimed by the people of the town. The paramount concern is
to give opportunity to provide modern qualitative education along with rich heritage of
our culture.
I wish you all a very happy, bright and fruitful stay and welcome your decision of coming
to IIS.

A.K.Sharma
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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK

India International School is an amalgamation of competent teachers, talented
students and state of the art infrastructure.
We provide our students with learning opportunities where they develop robust
base of knowledge, social skills & value humanitarian service. These acquired skills
will guide them through an increasingly complex and ambiguous global community
towards a better world.
Besides rigorous scholastic programmes , we develop & nurture the different facets
of a child & provide holistic grooming to the student.
We provide a perfect balance of academics, sports , artistic & social opportunities, as
we believe that childhood, youth & learning should be a joy and we strive for that.
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We are pleased to present to you all the first volume of our e-Magazine “India
International School – e-Magazine (Vol:1)” which is a window to the activity of the
school. Our Magazine is a flashback of all the events, & achievement of the Session
2019-20.
I congratulate the Editorial team for their contribution towards publishing the
first volume of India International School- e-Magazine.
Happy Reading !!

Mrs. Sharmistha Chanda
Paul
Principal
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Status of Women in Society
Women in India enjoyed a high status and position in
ancient times. However, later on during the middle period,
they deteriorated. Evidently, a majority of Indian women do
not enjoy status to men currently.
It appears that the Indian woman is still not treated at par
with the man in social and family life. Women’s position in
their family very much depends upon the level of their
education. The higher the level of her education, the greater
equality she enjoys in the family. But even today, educated
women though they are earning, comply with the doctrine of
male domination. Their education may have made them
economically independent, but they still lack the needed self
confidence to assert their equality. The reason seems to be that
they have been brought up in the prevailing cultural
atmosphere of male dominated society. Thus, they have not
been able to shake off its influence even after acquiring
modern education.
However, society has started recognizing their contribution.
Women are excelling in almost every field and winning
laurels. It is high time they are accorded an equal status in
society for their intelligence, courage and compatibility.

~ Astha Pathak
XII-E
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Failure is a Stepping Stone to Success
Failure and success are the two sides of a coin. Like success, we should
accept failure also. The saying means that if a person fails once, he
should not lose heart. He must obscure his mistakes and try to and try to
overcome them in his next attempt. Repeated efforts lead one to success.
Failure gives us a new point to view through which we can achieve
success.
The story of King Bruce and the spider is an excellent example. He lost
eight battles and the eighth time he lost very heavily so that he had to
hide in a cave. There he saw a spider trying to build a web. The spider
could not link the web at a particular point though it tried a number of
times. But finally it was successful. This inspired him and he again
organized an army which defeated his enemies finally.
Even in science, inventions and discoveries do not happen overnight.
Thomas Alva Edison was a great inventor and he tried more than a
thousand times to make a filament bulb. Later on being successful,
Edison stated that he succeeded because he found a thousand ways that
won’t work, rather treating it as a failure.
So, failures should not be regarded as the inefficiency of the person
concerned. If a man armed with the experiences of failure picks up
courage and goes on doing a thing, success will be his. Failures provide
a chance of self-improvement; so we should face them boldly and
cheerfully.
~ Astha Pathak
XII-E
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The Role of Youth in National Development
Youths are the assets and hope of a Nation. The future of a Nation
depends on its youth. They can play a very constructive role in the
progress, uplift and development of a Nation. The role of youth has
become more important today as the modern era is becoming fast paced,
complex and complicated.
The advent of computers and modern technology has brought a
revolution in the field of information.
Modern educated youth can help in national development by attending
to the ills and the shortcomings in various sectors. They can help the
villagers, break their shackles of ignorance, illiteracy and superstition by
acquainting them with true facts.
New scientific techniques can help in raising field of crops. The
problem of unemployment or under employment can be overcome by
establishing small scale industries. They can guide the rural youth as
cheap raw materials and profitable disposal of finished products.
The youth can help in checking population growth by adopting family
planning. Last but not the least, they can play a vital role in transforming
the moral fabric of society.

~ Dristi Chatterjee
XII-D

Time
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Time is a respectful thing for us but we never respect it.
We do not do work on time and do not spend it in a proper way.
At the time of work we spend it by doing unuseful things like
watching Television, videos, YouTube etc. When the time goes
away from our hand, we always keep blaming that time is very
less, but it is our fault to waste the time by doing useless things.
“I know all things but I waste it. I do not know when the
solution of this problem will come out, but still I will wait for it.”

- Sucheta Karmakar
IV-D
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Ties That Bind
Surrounded by many strangers,
Some look calm, some look danger;
Don’t know where to sit,
Amidst one smile seems so sweet.
But who knows behind this smile,
hidden a crazy soul;
downtrodden by the heavy burden,
of the World as a whole !
Her laughter brings in the cheer,
Something I always held so dear !
With you by my side I have nothing to fear,
My best friend, I will forever stay near
Wiping the tears that fill your eyes.
No matter what may, our friendship never dies
Though we are separated,
this bond will be cherished,
Even if everything in this world may finish.
- Aliya Wasi
XII- C
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Remember Me
I am the one who has no head.
I do not belong to any cast or creed
I have no head also no leg
My blood colour is almost violet.
I am not your family member, or relative
but I will always try to give you relief.
I promise to give you a life bitter to better
but I can realize that you are a cheater.
For my whole life I would serve for you
but putting me in a dustbin is your view
If I had mouth I would tell
you must have to go to hell.
There is no body to erase my cry
I have to tell it with a sigh –
“O God! I never want to be human who always wears the
humanity’s shirt
but beneath it, there is heartless heart.
Now you remember whom do you give this lot of pain
I am the one and only the blue fountain pen.”
- Dhriti Banerjee
XII-C

–
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First Day At School
I Wonder
If my drawing
Will be as good as theirs.

I Wonder
If they’ll like me
Or Just be full of stares.

I Wonder
If my teacher
Will look like mom or Gran.

I Wonder
If my puppy
Will wonder where I am.

Banerjee

- Arinangshu
III-C
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Tree – Our Need

Tree Tree Tree
Gives us things free
It gives us food of no cost
Trees are need of the hour
If they disappear
we will have tear
A tree that looks at God all day
And lifts her leafy arms to pray
Poems are made by you and me
But only God can make a tree.

-Shubham Kumar
IV-D
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Brave Indians
O Brave Indians !
You flew in the sky like the birds
and fought for the freedom of all of us.
After seeing the Nation in danger
your blood boiled in anger,
without thinking about your personal life.
You left your parents, children and wife.
and flew in the sky like the birds,
for the freedom of us.
You being the fruitful seeds.
have given us such a bright future
but some encroached weeds
have always tried to destroy our future.
Salute to all the Indians,
who sacrificed their lives
for the freedom of us
and flew in the sky like the birds
to provide us such a successful future.

- Reshu Kumari
VIII-D
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The Autumn Butterfly
On a mossy stone wall
At the peaceful time of fall,
A lovely butterfly there did sit
With many a man trying to capture it.
But the butterfly could not be caught
And with all men she fought
Until a young man came by the wall
Still at the peaceful time of fall.
He sat and watched the butterfly
Gazing at it with a docile eye
Not wishing to capture it
To pin its beauty in his eye.
Soon the butterfly did not fear
And slowly flew over near
So that it could linger
On the young man’s gentle finger
That lay vested on the wall
At the peaceful time of fall.

~Abhinaba

Mukherjee
XI-D
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বৃষ্টি
আয়, আয়, আয় বৃষ্টি –
আমার কাছে আয়,
এত গরছম কক –
আর থাকা যায়?
বৃষ্টি তু ই না এছে –
আকম এবার কাাঁদছবা,
যকদ তু ই েুছে আকিি –
আকম তাহছে হািব।
কত কছর ডাককে ততাছক –
পাচ্ছিি নাকক শুনছত?
একেু এছি কিচ্ছিছয় কদছয় –
শীতে কর আমাছক।

তু ই যকদ না আকিি –
আকম কক কছর থাকছবা?
তাই ততা বকে , ওছর বৃষ্টি –
আয় দু’িছন তেেছবা ।

Suhana Maity
III-C
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কি যে কিকি !
বেছে িবাই কেেছত হছব
এবার মযাগাচ্ছিছন
কক তয কেকে, কক তয কেকে
িাকব মছন মছন ।।
আবার িাকব কেেব আকম
ক্ষুকদরাছমর কথা
তাাঁর কথা িাবছত তগছে
মছন োছগ বযথা ।।
অছনক তিছব কির করোম
কেেব আকম গল্প
কেছমর কদছক তাককছয় তদকে
কাকে আছে অল্প ।।
অবছশছে মযাগাচ্ছিছন
কেেছত বসলাম তযই
কেছমর কদছক তাককছয় তদকে
একেুও কাকে তনই ।।

Sayan Ruidas
III-B
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दोस्ती है मस्ती
ये है दोस्ती,
इसमें है मस्ती |
दोस्ती में झुकते हैं ; पत्थर ददल इनसान |
दिसको दमल िाये उसका िीना हो िाये आसान |
दोस्ती में लोग हाथ बढ़ाते हैं
और दमलकर बोझ उठाते हैं |
दोस्त हमारे सुख – दु :ख में
हमारा साथ दनभाते हैं |
अगर दोस्ती अच्छी हो ,
तो लगती है रं ग - दबरं गे फूल |
लेदकन गंदी हो ,
तो लगती है िै से सड़क की धू ल |

दोस्ती है अच्छी, बहुत ही सच्ची |
ना है भेद-भाव, ना है मन- मु टाव |
ये है दोस्ती,
इसमें है मस्ती |

Sujata Kumari
VII-D
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“The power of education extends beyond the development of skills we need
for economic success. It can contribute to nation-building and
reconciliation.”
~Dr. Nelson Mandela

Engraving these words in our minds, I take immense pleasure to announce that India International
Asansol is going to release its 1st e-magazine for the session 2019-20. IIS started its 1st session from 7th
April, 2008 with an objective of ‘उर्ध्वो भव ’.
In this era of relentless competition, our small step of publishing this e-magazine is a positive initiative in
the direction to nourish the talent pool of our students. The school magazine will act as an impetus
which will help the scholars to realize that they are a united body, however different may be their
individual tastes and occupations. It will teach them to be proud of their school to which they belong,
loyal to its best interests, anxious to uphold its best traditions. The school magazine encourages the
students to nurture their knowledge & creative calibre & will work as a catalyst on their way to success.
This effort of our students will afford opportunities to budding authors to see their compositions in print
as our country is moving towards digitalization in all spheres.
IIS, not only teaches just to live but also teaches them how to analyse, think critically, find information,
and to instigate discussion. Today the benchmark to success for schools lies beyond grades and scores.
So, taking a step ahead, we are too oriented to teach the domain of leadership and life defining skills to
our students with our faith in the capacities of our teachers & students. Apart from knowledge & values,
students of IIS together celebrates each & every religion & even performs Hawan which makes us proud.
We train our students to regard, ‘failure as a detour and not a dead end, delay not a defeat.’
I take this opportunity to convey my best wishes to our entire e-magazine team for this wonderful
initiation to bring out the 1st edition of this e-magazine ’19.

God Bless!

Mrs. Jhuma Gayen
Vice Principal

Is English Surpassing Indian Languages ?
English and Hindi, are two official languages in India. North Indians
are fluent in English, Hindi and other regional languages, whereas South
Indians do not speak in Hindi language at all but good in English. The
fact that India is a multi-linguistic Nation supports the prominence of
English. More than half the century, by virtue of their education, is
proficient in English. English language is surpassing Hindi and other
Indian Languages also because of an inferiority complex influenced by
colonial past.
English has acquired this privileged position because of its contribution
in shaping India’s development and changing its fortunes radically.
To calm the nerves of the Nation, we should promote the use of our
mother tongue rather than putting an end to the primacy of English
language in India.

~ Soumya Majumdar
Asst. Teacher (English)
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THE BROADER VIEW OF DISCIPLINE
Discipline for democracy, development and decency on public life needs no
reiteration nor does it require any expert to expose its cause for personal pose and
social solidarity. Discipline should be the order in public life, is the crying need of
the hour more than even before. Discipline stands for training, especially of the
mind and character aimed at producing self control, obedience in the face of
temptation or provocation. Discipline in the public life ensures peace and harmony,
which in turn offer impetus to the forces of progress and prosperity. No country,
big or small, can afford to play duck and drakes with the deity called discipline. All
talk of equality or social justice becomes a cry in the wilderness or a pompous
promise of the powers that fail to comprehend and carry out the dictates of
discipline at all costs and in all situations. With discipline as way of life, all plans,
policies and programmes are bound to bear fruits. Whenever people in public life
or in private enterprise dilute the demands of discipline, most aspirations and
achievements go astray, leading to failure and frustration at various levels.
Discipline for countries like India which are standing at the threshold of economic
break through and a stupendous store of opportunities, it’s the most immediate and
urgent pre-requisite. Discipline for the rulers and the ruled, is an essential
ingredient if we mean business in fields and factories. The recent out-break of
plague and the wrong signals that this limited epidemic sent across the world was
not an act of God as some would like us to believe but the regretful result of
unpardonable negligence on the part of civic authorities. The heap of garbage in
towns, cities and metros were allowed to rot and their removal left to rag-pickers
speak volumes of the callous attitude towards discipline and devotion to duty. It is
high time that we sit up and do serious heart- searching with discipline in public
life under a cloud, the entire socio-economic momentum is brought to a grinding
halt. When such is the sadistic approach towards discipline, there is nothing that
can come to our rescue of some bigger calamity which overtakes us in future. The
remedy of so many ills that afflict to us today that lies not in tall talk but in the
restoration of discipline in public life. Discipline is the only route that can take us
to our rightful place among the comity of Nations.

~ Soumen Mitra
Asst. Teacher (English)
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MULTIPLICATION BY VEDIC WAY
7x8
1) 7
8
5
56 ans.

1105 x 998
4) 1105
+ 105
998
– 002
– 210
1103000 – 210
= 1102790 ans.

–3
–2
6

88 x 95
2) 88
– 12
95
– 05
83
60
8360 ans.

885 x 993
5) 885
– 115
993
– 007
878
805
= 878805 ans.

93 x 105
3) 93
– 07
105
+ 05
98
– 35
9800 – 35
= 9765 ans.

99975 x 99985
6) 99975
– 00025
99985
– 00015
9996000
00375
= 9996000375 ans.

RULE
1) Choose one base number closer to 10, 100, 1000, 10000 and so on.
2) Write the difference from the base number on right side.
3) Cross subtract the numbers and write this on left side.
4) Multiply the right side number and write this on right side.
5) Both these numbers together from the answer.
In case the right side number is negative then multiply the left side number

by base

number and subtract the negative number.
MD. ASLAM PARWEZ
Asst. Teacher (Mathematics)
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शब्ों की कमी है
आि कुछ दलखने बैठा हूँ
पर शब्ों की कमी है ।
दे श में घट रही घटनाओ पर,
समस्याओं पर
कुछ कहना चाहता हूँ
पर भावनाओ की कमी है ।
राह में चलते हुए
हर गली, हर सड़क पर
हर नुक्कड़, हर मु हल्ले में
हर आदमी दू सरे को
शक की दनगाह से दे खता है ।
धमम , िादत, भाषा के नाम पर
हम ही श्रे ष्ठ हैं
कहने वालों
आपस में लड़ने वालों को
आि कुछ कहना है
मन में गुस्सा है
बहुत कुछ कहना है
पर शब्ों की कमी है ।
धमम , िादत, भाषा के नाम पर
लड़ते - झगड़ते
हम इतनी दू र दनकल आये दक
दे श
कही ं पीछे छूट गया ।
दे श के दवषय में कुछ दलखना है ,
पर शब्ों की कमी है ।

लेदकन दफर भी आि कुछ कहना चाहता हूँ
शब्ों की सीमाओं को तोड़ना चाहता हूँ
लेदकन,
दफर आगे बढ़ने से पहले
मे रे कल्पना के पाूँ व दठठके
दफर मैं ने सोचा
'’वसु धैव कुटु म्बकम’ की'सोच रखने वाले इस दे श में
मैं 'ब्राह्मण' और 'दहन्दू ' बनकर दिया हूँ
अपने अं दर के है वान को
िादत, धमम और मिहब खु राक ददया हूँ
और इस है वान ने ही मे रे अं दर के शब्ों को खाया है
और शायद इसीदलए
मे रे पास शब्ों की कमी है ।

Dhananjay Kumar Shukla
Asst. Teacher (Hindi)
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